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Abstract We present an approach for the use case and scenario-based testing of software
components. Use cases and scenarios are applied to describe the functional requirements
of a software system. In our approach, a test is defined as a formalized and executable
description of a scenario. Tests are derived from use case scenarios via continuous refinement. The use case and test information can be associated with a software component
as embedded component metadata. In particular, our approach provides a model-based
mapping of use cases and scenarios to test cases, as well as (runtime) traceability of
these links. Moreover, we describe an implementation-level test framework that can be
integrated with many different programming languages.

1 Introduction
Testing whether a software product correctly fulfills the customer requirements and detecting
problems and/or errors is crucial for the success of each software product. Testing, however,
causes a huge amount of the total software development costs (see for instance [16,24]). Studies indicate that fifty percent or more of the total software development costs are devoted to
testing [12]. As it is almost impossible to completely test a complex software system, one
needs an effective means to select relevant test cases, express and maintain them, and automate
tests whenever possible. The goal of a thorough testing approach is to significantly reduce the
development time and time-to-market and to ease testing after change activities, regardless
whether a change occurs on the requirements, design, or test level. When changing or adapting
an element of a software component, it is important to rapidly identify affected test cases and
to propagate the changes into the corresponding test specifications.
Scenario-based techniques in general and use cases in specific are central means for identifying customer-specific requirements and deciding about the functionality of a specific software component or application (see e.g. [4,6,14]). Therefore, the development of customerspecific applications from a number of reusable software components should, in our opinion,
strongly be driven by scenarios. Consequently, in a scenario-driven approach it is quite likely
that functional changes to application assets are first identified at the scenario level (see e.g.
[8]). For these reasons we decided to choose scenarios as the starting point for derivation and
management of test cases, and for maintenance and organization of traceability information.
With our approach, we thus aim to reduce the risk of omitting or forgetting relevant test cases,
as well as the risk of insufficiently describing important test cases.
In this paper, we suggest an approach for component-oriented test propagation. In particular, we introduce an use case and scenario-based approach to specify test cases for functional
requirements. Informal functional requirements, gathered as use cases and scenarios, are continuously refined into formal test cases. This information can be embedded as metadata in a
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Figure 1. A simple use case meta model

software component. Here, embedded component metadata refers to additional information
which can be added to a software component; for instance, in the source code or in a supplemental file.
Like ordinary comments or annotations, embedded metadata does not affect compilation
or interpretation of the component. However, in contrast to ordinary comments or annotations,
embedded metadata is introspectible at runtime and can therefore be used to provide additional
(formal or informal) information that is related to a specific software component. Central goals
of our approach are to ease the maintenance of reusable components, to connect and trace
requirements into the source code, to support automated software testing, and to integrate tests
and requirement specifications. Our approach thus allows for the continuous consideration of
testing issues on the use case, design, and source code levels.
A number of other component testing approaches has been proposed (see for instance
[1,3,15,17,31,32]). As discussed in Section 8 all of these approaches cover some of the aspects
of our approach; however, none provides all of the features described above. Especially, the
continuous traceability from requirements to implemented runtime components together with
a model for incremental test evolution are not, or only partially, supported by other approaches.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce an use
case meta-model and a test case meta-model, as well as a mapping between these models.
Subsequently, Section 3 discusses embedding use cases and test cases as metadata in software
components, and Section 4 describes an example for our approach. In Section 5 we present
the automated test framework which provides an implementation of the our approach, Section
6 describes how to integrate it in various programming languages. In Section 7 we briefly
describe two cases in which we have applied our testing approach. In Section 8, we provide an
overview of related work in component testing. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Use Case and Scenario-based Component Testing
2.1 A Simple Use Case Meta Model
A scenario is a description of an imaginable or actual action and event sequence. Scenarios
facilitate reflections about (potential) occurrences and the related opportunities or risks. Furthermore, they help to find solutions or reactions to cope with the corresponding situations.
In the area of software engineering, scenarios are used to explore and describe the system
behavior, as well as to specify the user’s needs (see e.g. [4,14]).
With regard to scenarios, a use case (cf. [2,13]) can be seen as a generic type definition
for a set of concrete scenarios. The scenarios associated with one particular use case may be
either exception scenarios or satisfy scenarios (cf. Figure 1). It is equally important to model
and test satisfy scenarios as well as exception scenarios. Since the user should normally be
able to abort the current action sequence, in most cases at least one exception scenario should
exist for every satisfy scenario, even if not specified in detail.
Use cases can be interrelated with other use cases. In particular, use cases can have include, extend, or generalization relations to other use cases (see e.g. [27]). Figure 1 depicts
the (generic) use case attributes that we use for the purposes of this paper. In general, these
attributes can be applied to describe use cases from different domains. Nevertheless, for many
domains one can identify additional attributes that are needed to consider the particularities of
the respective domain.
Since a use case acts as the generic type definition for its associated scenarios, each scenario
inherits the attributes defined for its use case, such as goal, trigger, precondition, and so forth.
2.2 A Test Case Meta Model
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Figure 2. A test case meta model

Whereas a use case is a collection of scenarios, a test case is a collection of several actual
tests at the implementation level. In our approach, the different tests included in a test case are

used for testing one particular aspect of the system in (many) different ways (see Figure 2). A
test case may be initiated by a certain action or event, the so-called trigger. This is basically
the same trigger as defined in the corresponding use case, but in a test case it is expressed
in a formalized fashion. Similarly, the test precondition(s) as well as the test postcondition(s)
are refined and formalized versions of the corresponding conditions defined via the related use
case. In essence, each test is a refinement of a corresponding scenario. The main difference
is that tests are concrete and formalized descriptions of how to perform a certain scenario
with actual software components, while the scenarios associated with use cases are much more
generic and most often specified informally. A collection of test cases is called a test suite.

catch trigger-event
/ start test

Check Test
Precondition(s)

[preconditions ok]

Perform
Test

[precondition failed]
/ return false
/ return {true|false}

test run complete
Check Test
Success

[postconditions ok]

Check Test
Postcondition(s)

[postcondition failed]
/ return false

Figure 3. Basic activities for a test

The typical flow of events when performing a test is depicted in Figure 3 as an activity diagram. When the trigger event of the corresponding test case occurs, all test preconditions must
be checked. If all preconditions are fulfilled, one of the tests associated with this particular test
case is performed. After performing a particular test we check whether all test postconditions
are met. In the last activity it is checked whether the actual results produced during a particular
test-run match the expected results for this test.

2.3 Mapping of Use Cases to Test Cases
In this section we identify the high-level interrelations of use cases and test cases by establishing relations between the meta model elements described in Section 2.1 and 2.2.
Our general concept of integrating use cases and test cases is based on refinement of use
cases and test cases via include, extend, or generalization relationships (see Figure 4). If highlevel use cases are continuously refined via one-to-many include relationships, the refined use
cases eventually reach a level of detail that allows for a direct mapping to formalized test
cases. At this level we propose to introduce a one-to-one relationship between a use case and
a test case: this means that each use case is translated into exactly one test case which is a
formalization of that particular use case.
In our approach, the mapping information of use case scenarios to implementation level
tests can be provided as component metadata. In the Section 3, we describe why and how
to embed test information as component metadata. Subsequently, in Section 4, we give an
example to describe how this mapping is done in detail.
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Figure 4. Refinement via include relations

2.4 Mapping Use Case Scenario Steps to Test Steps
In the previous section, we suggested the integration of use cases and scenarios with test cases
and tests via incremental refinement. When scenarios are mapped to tests, we have to translate
the scenario steps into respective test steps.
We propose to refine scenario steps to a level where they are detailed, yet informal descriptions of a concrete technical scenario in which a component can be used. The scenarios
at this level still describe step sequences on an implementation-independent, though detailed,
level. This is a prerequisite to reuse the respective use cases and scenarios for different implementations, for instance different component implementations or versions providing the same
functionality. In contrast to that, test cases and tests include a detailed description of a specific
step sequence which is executed using a specific implementation. The test steps are formalizing the respective scenario steps. They are written, for instance, in a programming language
or in a formal specification language. While the external interface of different components
implementing the same specification can be standardized, the internal structures and “helper”
functions of such software components may differ significantly. Since “only” test cases and
tests need to be adapted for different implementations, it is a straightforward task to derive the
concrete tests from the corresponding generic scenarios on the use case level.
Thus, the stepwise refinement concept of use cases to test cases allows for a direct translation of scenario steps into formalized test steps. Each scenario step is mapped to one or more
test steps. These are applied in the same order as the scenario steps. Therefore, a reader of
corresponding scenario steps and test steps can immediately observe the direct relationship
between scenario and test.
Obviously, translating scenario steps into formalized test code cannot be automated completely, because technical details of the invocations, components, implementation languages,
and so forth need to be considered by a test engineer. But it is possible to support the translation
task, for instance with a GUI tool. In Section 4 we present an example of translating scenario
steps into formalized test code; using embedded component metadata as introduced in the next
section.

3 Embedding Test Information as Component Metadata
Many different definitions of the term component exist. For this paper we like to consider the
definition from [30]:

A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces
and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.
This definition of “component” is quite broad. Thus, the term can be used to describe
rather different concepts, including subsystems, libraries, Java Beans, COM+ components,
component frameworks of scripting languages, server components (such as Enterprise Java
Beans and CORBA components), and many more. All of these concepts (more or less) adhere
to the component definition above.
In our experiences, the granularity of a software component turns out to be quite useful to
document use case and testing information, in contrast to other possible granularities for specifying test cases, such as single classes, single functions or methods, whole systems, or whole
frameworks. To illustrate this notion, we take a closer look at the elements of the component
definition taken from [30] in the context of use case documentation and testing:
– Unit of composition: It is hard to test a single class without its context; a component, in
turn, has the purpose to be composed with other components. Thus, the context required
for testing is inherently given. Moreover, the composition context can be emulated. For
example, writing tests for a large, existing system - instead of tests for a component - can
turn out to be quite complex, as many parts have to be configured and installed to run
simple tests.
– Contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies: A component offers
one or more interfaces, each of which describing the services provided by the component.
Explicit dependencies define what other components have to be available for a specific
component to fulfill its tasks. Usually, the interfaces and dependencies directly represent
the functionalities that should be tested; thus, it is easier to select relevant test cases for a
component than for a monolithic class framework.
– Can be deployed independently: Changes to the implementation of a component do not
require changes to other components. Thus, the (exported) functionality of a component
can be tested using its (external) interfaces, while the component itself can perform “selftests” to check its internal structures. As, in both cases, we rely on stable interface, test
cases can be designed to remain stable as well. This is especially important for component
maintenance. In other words, if each change to a system would also require changes to
many test cases, then an extensive test suite may rather hinder rapid development than
supporting it.
– Subject to composition by third parties: Components are intended to be reused. Systems
may be assembled from components by different parties than the original component developer. Thus, components are not only a good granularity for selecting and performing
test cases, but do also require extensive tests, since components can be expected to run in
various environments. Therefore, component developers have a vital interest in maintaining a suitable component test suite.
Since many component models allow for adding metadata or annotations, components are
also interesting for directly embedding, and thereby integrating, test and use case data on the
implementation level. Moreover, we also use component metadata to provide traceability between implementation classes, test information, and requirements specifications.
Thus, in our approach, the mapping of use case and test information is embedded in a
software component as metadata. The test framework (see Section 5) interprets the metadata
and builds a runtime model of the metadata (see Figure 5). Using this runtime model, the
framework can run the test suite as automated regression tests or register callbacks for tests
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Figure 5. Extracting and using embedded test data

that are triggered by runtime events. Furthermore, it can produce other output, such as a test
protocol or an HTML report/documentation of test case and use case information.
Our test framework is implemented in the object-oriented Tcl variant XOTcl [21]. The
main reasons for using XOTcl are that (a) it provides an extensible metadata feature and (b) it
can be integrated in various host languages, such as Tcl, C, C++, and Java. To allow for embedding of metadata in software components that are written in various programming languages,
and extracting this metadata with the same (test-)framework, we require a common metadata
syntax. For this purpose, we introduce four (new) XOTcl metadata elements:
– @UseCase: an informal use case description, containing a use case name, author, goal,
actor, result, trigger, precondition, postcondition, and relations to other use cases (include,
extend, generalization relations).
– @Scenario: an informal scenario description, containing a scenario name, actions, result,
and type.
– @TestCase: a formal test case description corresponding to one particular use case, containing a test case name, trigger script, precondition script, postcondition script, relations
to other test cases (include, extends, generalization relations), and the order of the tests.
– @Test: a formal test description associated to one particular test case, containing a test
name, test script, result script, and check-callback script.
The above metadata elements are embedded in the component metadata. Each metadata
element has a name and a structured list of key/value pairs corresponding to the elements of
our use case and test model, described in Section 2.1 and 2.2. All options are represented as
strings.

4 Embedding Use Case and Test Metadata: An Example
We now present an example how to translate scenario steps into formalized test code. We
especially like to focus how actual use case scenarios and derived tests are embedded into a
software component. Thus, we chose a relatively simple introductory example of a component
implementing a persistent counter. A corresponding XOTcl implementation would look as
follows:
Class Counter -parameter {{counter 0}}
Counter instproc init args {
my persistent counter

next
}
Counter instproc count {} {
my incr counter
}

This code defines a counter class with a parameter counter initialized to 0. The parameter
definition also implicitly creates a getter/setter operation for the counter. In the constructor
init the counter is made persistent. Finally there is an operation to increment the counter
by one, called count. The respective XOTcl component now exports two operations as its
interface: counter and count.
We specify all use cases and test information as XOTcl component meta-data. A typical
use case for this simple counter is shown at the top-left corner of Figure 6. This use case can be
refined via an arbitrary number of scenarios. In our model, each of these scenarios is a part-of
the use case. We model this relationship by scoping the name of the scenarios with the delimiter
“::” into the respective use case. For instance, we can build a scenario countTo5 to test if
the Counter component is counting correctly, and a persistence scenario to test if the Counter
object is destroyed and reinitialized from the database (see bottom-left corner of Figure 6).
Use Case: Counting

Test Case: Counting

@UseCase counting {
author {Uwe, Mark}
goal {A counter should count up when
the count operation is invoked}
actor {A client component}
trigger {count operation invoked}
postcondition {The Counter class
has no instances.}
}

@TestCase counting {
postconditionScript {
[Counter info instances] == ""
}
}

Scenario: Count to 5 Failure

Test: Count to 5 Failure

@Scenario counting::countTo5Failure {
type {exception}
actions {
Instantiate Persistent
counter.
Scenario:
Count
Invoke counting operation 5 times.
@Scenario
counting::persistentCount
{
Get counter
value.
type {satisfy}
Destroy
the counter.
actions
{
Return counter value.
Instantiate counter.
}
counting
resultInvoke
{Counter
value operation.
is 5}
Destroy the counter.
}
Instantiate counter.
Get counter value.
Destroy the counter.
}
result {Counter value is 1}
}

@Test counting::countTo5Failure {
testScript {
Counter c1
for {set
i 0} {$i <
5} {incr i} {
Test:
Persistent
Count
c1 count
@Test
counting::persistentCount {
}
testScript
set
value [c1{ counter]
Counter
c1 destroy c1
count
set c1
value
c1 destroy
}
Counter {5}
c1
resultScript
set value [c1 counter]
}
c1 destroy
set value
}
resultScript {1}
}

Figure 6. Meta-data and meta-data relationships in the counter example

Next, we formalize the use cases through test cases. As described in Section 2, for each
detailed use case description that should be tested we define a translation into a test case. To
model this relationship between use case and test case we simply use the same names/IDs for
use cases and the corresponding test cases. That is, in our implementation model a test case
that refines a use case shares the identity with this use case (a note on the implementation: this
is implemented with an object-oriented adaptation technique called per-object mixin, see also

[20,21]). Thus, the test case has the same properties as the use case and adds formalizations
of those parts that require formalization. This way we avoid any redundancy of information
between test case and use case descriptions. For instance, a test case usually formalizes the
preconditions and postconditions of a use case into executable scripts.
The postcondition in the top-right corner of Figure 6 checks whether the test scripts have
cleaned up the counter instances they have instantiated. Now we can write the tests for this test
case. These tests - especially the test script and the result script - formalize the elements of
the corresponding use case scenarios. In Figure 6 we can see these relationships. Note that we
often can find one-to-one relations when working with highly detailed scenarios. Sometimes
one scenario step maps to multiple test steps or we need helper steps. For example, in the
example in Figure 6 we need to return the counter value with set value; thus the result in
the scenario maps to two elements of the test.
The result script can contain a string value that is compared with the actual test result (as in
the example above), or it contains a script that is evaluated (and then compared with the actual
test result).

5 Test Framework
In our approach use case and test metadata is especially used for two purposes: selfdocumentation of software components and automated testing of components (cf. Figure 5).
For both of these purposes it is necessary to interpret the metadata. In XOTcl we can reuse a
generic metadata analyzer framework, allowing to embed metadata in XOTcl code. We have
extended this framework to support use case and test metadata. A test driver class is derived
from the generic metadata analyzer. It also serves as a Factory [10] for the four metadata classes
representing use case, test case, scenario, and test metadata elements (see Figure 7).
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The usual order of applying test cases and scenarios is the order in which they appear in
the program text. However, sometimes a custom order is required, for instance, because a test
is depending on results or “side-effects” produced by other tests. The test driver provides an
operation order for changing the order of test cases. Furthermore, the test case class provides
an operation order for ordering of tests (see Figure 7).
The test case class also defines a trigger script. This trigger script is not used for explicitly
called tests, such as automated regression tests. Instead it is used when a test needs to be
triggered by a runtime event. Then the trigger script can be used to register this runtime event,
for instance in the event loop of a server application. Typical uses of such tests are performance
tests or tests of event-based applications.
As mentioned above, we distinguish different types of scenarios, especially satisfy and
exception scenarios. A test engineer can define additional scenario types, if necessary. On
the implementation level, the scenario type primarily defines how the results produced by the
testScript and the resultScript are compared. The checkCallback operation is used
for this comparison. The operation checkEqual checks if the expected result and the actual
result of a test run are equal. To test a satisfy scenario, per default, it is simply checked for
equality. To test an exception scenario, the test engineer changes the checkCallback operation to checkNotEqual, e.g.:
@Test counting::countTo3-failure {
...
checkCallback {my checkNotEqual}
...
}

The two callback operations checkEqual (for satisfy scenarios) and checkNotEqual (for
exception scenarios) are predefined in our test framework. Arbitrary additional check callback
operations can be defined by the test engineer. Callback operations take the result of the test
script and result script as arguments and return a boolean value to indicate if the test succeeded
or failed.

6 Integration with Other Programming Languages
In general, it is possible to reuse our framework implemented in XOTcl with many other languages and component models. An important reason for us to choose XOTcl for the implementation of the test framework was that as a scripting language it is inherently well suited
for scripting test cases. Furthermore, it has a language integration model for various other
languages, including C, C++, and Java.
To support other languages, such as C, C++, or Java, we can embed a Tcl interpreter in
C, C++, or Java code. Then we add invocations to the interpreter that manages all metadata as
follows:
Tcl_Interp* in = getMetaDataInterpreter();
Tcl_GlobalEval(in, "@ @Scenario xyz {
author {Me}
...");

As Tcl/XOTcl offers a native C API, this integration can be done directly in C and C++.
In Java, a framework called Jacl/TclBlend [7] is used to connect Java to Tcl and vice versa. In
both cases we still have the problem that the test scripts in the interpreter need to access the C
functions, C++ objects, or Java objects. It is quite simple to write manual wrappers in Tcl, but
for larger components this may cause a considerable amount of work. Nevertheless, there are
at least two ways to avoid this problem:

– In C++ and C we use the wrapper generator SWIG [29]. SWIG automatically creates
XOTcl classes wrapping a given SWIG interface file. Thus, we only have to document
the C++ component interface as a SWIG interface file, and all necessary wrapper code is
generated automatically. Subsequently, we can use the XOTcl wrapper classes in the test
scripts. A SWIG interface file is pretty similar to a C++ or C header file.
– In Java we use the reflection capabilities, as provided by Jacl/TclBlend [7], to create objects wrapping Java objects dynamically. An XOTcl test object looks up its Java counterpart and is able to invoke the test invocation on the Java object via the Java Reflection
API.

7 Case Studies
We have applied our test model and framework in a number of projects. Our testing framework
has its origins in the metadata and self-documentation framework of XOTcl [21]. In this section, we briefly discuss two other cases: the tests of a role-based access control component and
a web component test framework. In addition to these experiences, we have applied the test
framework in several student projects (master theses and seminar projects).

7.1 Testing a Role-Based Access Control Service Component
Access control deals with the elicitation, specification, maintenance, and enforcement of authorization policies in software-based systems In recent years, role-based access control (RBAC,
see [9]), together with various extensions, has evolved into the de facto standard for access
control in both research and industry. In RBAC, permissions are assigned to roles and roles
are assigned to subjects. Thus, each subject possesses the exact set of permissions it needs
to fulfill a certain work profile represented by a corresponding role. A central idea in RBAC
is to support constraints on almost all parts of an RBAC model (e.g. permissions, roles, or
assignment relations) to achieve high flexibility. Static and dynamic separation of duty (see
[5]) are two of the most common types of RBAC constraints. In access control, separation of
duty (SOD) constraints enforce conflict of interest policies. Conflict of interest arises as a result of the simultaneous assignment of two mutual exclusive permissions or roles to the same
subject. Mutual exclusive roles or permissions result from the division of powerful rights or
responsibilities to prevent fraud and abuse. An example is the common practice to separate the
“controller” role and the “chief buyer” role in medium-sized and large companies.
The xoRBAC component [18,19] provides an RBAC service that is implemented with
XOTcl. It allows for many-to-many user-to-role and permission-to-role assignment, and for the
definition of role hierarchies. xoRBAC role hierarchies are directed acyclic graphs. Moreover,
it supports the definition of different types of constraints, especially cardinality constraints,
separation of duty constraints, and context constraints which are applied to define conditional
permissions (see [19]). Currently the xoRBAC component supports about 40 use cases that are
associated with approximately 250 scenarios. We applied our test framework (see Section 5)
to define a scenario-based test suite for xoRBAC. For example, the use cases pertaining to the
definition and enforcement of RBAC constraints are interesting to test, since they often include
a number of conflict checking procedures. In [28] we discuss the conflict checking of separation of duty constraints in xoRBAC, and each of the conflict checking measures is tested with
our test framework.

7.2 Web Component Test Framework
We have applied our approach for testing Web components that run in a Web server. The tasks
of a Web component is to build up dynamic Web content, especially HTML pages. We need to
run functional tests; that is, we need to test whether the delivered Web pages contain the correct
information. These tests should be automated so that they can run from time to time. The test
information and the correct results can hardly be hard-coded in a test client, because we need
to consider the dynamic content of the Web pages for judging whether a delivered Web page
is correct or not. The Web component can, for instance, obtain such dynamic content from a
database or a legacy system. In other words, we need to write test code that is able to access the
dynamic, server-side content. Testing should not happen in the running server itself in order to
avoid high loads of the productive system.
In this situation, we propose to embed the test information, as well as use cases and scenarios, as meta-data in the Web component. For testing we use a Web test proxy. The test proxy is
an intermediary between the server and the client. A test client accesses the server only via the
proxy, and the proxy is able to obtain the test metadata from the server as well as the dynamic
content. Thus the proxy can run tests for all Web components deployed in the server and judge
whether a delivered Web page contains the correct content.
The client runs all tests, one after another to simulate normal interaction with a Web client
like a browser. The proxy checks the trigger scripts of the tests for each Web request. If a trigger
matches a request, the proxy applies the Web component test. For instance, we can provide a
trigger for an HTTP method and a specific URL:
...
triggerScript {
if {$method == "GET" &&
[string first "http://wi.wu-wien.ac.at" $url] != -1} {
set result 1
} else {
set result 0
}
}
...

Using this scheme, we can embed all tests in the Web components apart from the testing client.
We can run the test suite, for instance, during idle times of the server. The Web component test
proxy logs all test data so that the test report can be analyzed after the complete test suite has
run.

8 Related Work
In [23] Orso et al. present two approaches that address the problem of regression test selection
for component-based applications. One of these approaches is based on code coverage (either
for statements, edges, paths, methods, or classes). The other (specification-based) approach
produces test frames that represent a test specification for the functional units in the system. In
both approaches the existing meta content of a component, or its specification, is used to select
regression tests. In contrast to our approach that derives test cases from use cases and scenarios,
the test selection in the approach of Orso et al. is based on existing meta contents of the source
code, or the specification of a software system. Thus, Orso et al. aim at the computation of
changes in component versions that cause regression test faults, whereas our approach is more
focused on the continuous derivation and use case based selection of test cases.
There are different component testing approaches based on the UML. The TOTEM
methodology [3] is an UML-based approach to system testing. It is based on UML diagrams

produced in the analysis stage, including use case descriptions, sequence diagram, collaboration diagrams, and class diagrams. The test cases are specified by deriving constraints in the
Object Constraint Language (OCL) from these artifacts. Classes are described by invariants,
and operations by pre- and post-conditions. Use cases are further constrained by sequential
constraints, describing e.g. the order of use case steps. However, deriving OCL constraints
might be quite complicated; this is one reason why our approach uses stepwise refinement of
imperative test cases instead.
Wu et al. suggest to identify tests using UML diagrams that represent the changes to a
component [32]. An UML-based framework allows one to evaluate the similarities of components, and identify corresponding (re-)testing strategies. This approach also uses a model-based
derivation of test cases and captures traces between design artifacts and test cases. Wu et al.
focus on the goal of effectively selecting test cases for re-testing, whereas our approach focuses
more on defining and evolving test cases.
The general approach to apply component metadata for different software engineering tasks
is used to address various software engineering problems. In [22], Orso et.al. present an approach that includes a testing concept. In this approach, the component metadata is used to
derive assertion-based self-checks of software components. Runtime checks on the in- and outputs are performed by means of “checking code” embedded in the application. This checking
code can be automatically generated from a set of preconditions, postconditions, and invariants, or alternatively, the checking code can be manually written by the application developer
starting from the same conditions and invariants. In our approach, runtime interpretation of
metadata is used as a means to provide a similar kind of self-checks.
Some approaches propose built-in tests for components [31,1] that are part of the class
specification. We rather use component metadata than coded test cases. This allows for rapid
changeability and (runtime) traceability of the links of test cases to implementation classes and
requirement specifications, such as use cases and scenarios.
Rosenblum proposes a formal model for test adequacy of component-based software systems [26]. The approach considers situations in which a component will be used in a formal
way. The goal is to decide whether or not a component, and the system using the component,
has been adequately tested. In our test framework, this problem is addressed through metadata
traces between use cases and their respective test cases.
In [15] Jézéquel et al. apply a design-by-contract approach to implement self-testable software components. In particular, they embed “test-contracts” in source code comments and
apply a preprocessor to extract the test information before compilation. They describe how
they implemented their design-by-contract scheme for component testing in Java. Moreover,
they shortly discuss the estimation of test quality and the test selection process.
PACT [17] is an object-oriented architecture for the component testing process. It organizes
tests in a class hierarchy, focuses on the reuse of test cases, and provides traceability between
tested classes and tests. Our approach also aims at traceability, but goes beyond traceability at
the source code level: links to requirement specifications such as use cases and scenarios are
maintained as well.
Our approach implicitly provides requirements traceability, as it continuously refines requirements specifications to tests, and records these relationships in (runtime introspectible)
component metadata. The traceability problem has also been addressed by various approaches
of the requirements engineering community (see [11,25]). Since traceability is a prerequisite
for an effective change management, we believe that our approach can help to facilitate the
correct and cost-effective propagation of changes on the requirements and design level into
source code and the corresponding test cases, which is also a goal of different requirements
engineering approaches.

9 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced an approach to support n-to-m relations between requirements,
design artifacts, and software components on the one hand, and the corresponding test cases on
the other. Our approach allows for the model-based derivation of test cases from requirement
specifications in form of uses cases and scenarios, as well as traceability between the different
artifacts. The correct fulfillment of a requirement can be tested by one or more tests, while the
same scenario may be utilized to prove the correct realization of several requirements. We have
also presented an implementation model for tests based on embedded component metadata, as
well as a prototype realizing this implementation model.
Our approach supports the continuous capturing of trace information to allow for an efficient change management of test cases. The use case and scenario-based approach thus also
helps to effectively and systematically propagate changes of functional requirements to corresponding tests. If a change on the use case level occurs, all possibly affected refinement use
cases and test cases can directly be identified through implicit trace relations. The approach
is suited to derive test cases from user requirements, but can also be used for “standalone”
test cases produced by the software developers (resp. programmers). None of the approaches,
discussed in Section 8, supports such a form of continuous traceability from requirements to
implemented runtime components.
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